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THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 

FOREWORD 

This is the first approach to the applications of 

L, C and R in tuned circuits and to the phenomena associated 

with circuit "resonance." The approach is mathematical but 

only simple mathematics is required. Since the vast ma- 

jority of radio frequency circuits are operated at, or very 

close to resonance, it is necessary to understand just what 

changes take place in the circuit voltage and current re- 

lations as resonance is approached. Similar conditions 

apply in television receivers, particularly in filters by 

which the several components of the picture and sound sig- 

nals are separated. 

To the technician who has not previously analyzed 

a tuned r.f. circuit mathematically, it is rather startling 

to find that in a series LCR circuit at resonance, an ap- 

plied voltage of, for example, 1,000 volts max result in a 

voltage across the inductance of possibly 20,000 volts with 

a similar voltage across the condenser. Many a condenser 

has had its dielectric punctured, and many good r.f. choke 

coils have been burned up by engineer and technicians who 

did not have the proper conception of the effects of series 

resonance. 

The effects of series resonance can be used in a 

filter to provide a short -circuit for some frequency it is 

desired to suppress while passing signals at all desired 

frequencies with negligible attenuation. The effect of 

series resonance is used to provide voltage gain between the 

antenna coil and the grid of the first r.f. amplifier tube 

in a receiver, which may be several times greater than that 

obtained by the amplifying action of the tube itself, with 

subsequent reduction of receiver noise level. A trans- 

mitting antenna is operated at resonance in order that the 

antenna current may be maximum for given power input. The 
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T - THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 

ratio of L/C in a tuned circuit at a given frequency is 

highly important and will be discussed. This is the factor 

which determines, in conjunction with the circuit resistance 

whether the circuit tunes sharply or broadly--a very im- 

portant consideration in many television and other appli- 

cations. 

You will find this assignment extremely inter- 

esting. It will answer many of the questions that have 

puzzled you in the past. 

E. H. Rietzke, 

President. 
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THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 

INTRODUCTION. ---Up to this point 

impedance has been considered as the 

resulting opposition offered by in- 

ductance and resistance or capacity 

and resistance in series. It has 

been found that.in either case the 

impedance is equal toIR2 + X`', and, 

that the angle of the current lag or 

lead depends upon the ratio of the 

reactance to the resistance, i.e., 

Tan 0 = X/Í3; also, that this equation 

holds true whether the reactance is 

XL or Xe, the only difference being 

that in the case of XL, 0 represents 

an angle of JAG, while with Xe, e 

represents an angle of LEAD. 

Consider the case of a circuit 

composed of inductance, capacity and 

resistance in series. (See Fig. 1). 

The effect of inductive reactance is 

difference between XL and Xe. In a 

condition such as this the smaller 

always counteracts an equivalent 

amount of the larger, and the re- 

maining reactance assumes the 

characteristics of the larger. 

For example, with an inductance 

and a capacity in series, (temporar- 

ily neglecting the resistance), and 

the frequency such that XL = 40 ohms 

and Xe = 15 ohms, the total reac- 

tance will equal XL - X, = 40 - 15 

= 25 ohms. The resulting 25 ohms 

of reactance will be XL and the cir- 

cuit may be spoken of as an in- 

ductive circuit. This condition is 

shown in Fig. 2(a). 

Fig. 2(b) shows the inverse of 

2(a). The frequency is now such 

that X° = 40 ohms and XL = 15 ohms. 

Fig. 1.- Series circuit containing inductance, resistance and capacity. 

to cause a current LAG of exactly 

90 °. Capacitive reactance has the 

effect of causing a current LEAD of 

exactly 90 °. These effects are 180° 

out of phase or in exact opposition. 

One therefore cancels an equivalent 

amount of the other, and the total 

reactance of a series circuit is the 

The total reactance is thus equal 

toX.0 -XL = 40 - 15 = 25 ohms. The 

numerical value of reactance is the 

same as that previously obtained, 
but in the second case the resulting 

reactance is Xe and the circuit is a 

capacitive circuit. 

It may be stated: THE TOTAL 
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2 THE SERIES LCR 

REACTANCE OF A SERIES CIRCUIT IS 

EQUAL TO THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE 

INDUCTIVE REACTANCE AND THE CAPACI- 

TIVE REACTANCE, AND THE RESULTING 

REACTANCE ASSUMES THE CHARACTERIS- 

TICS OF THE LARGER. 

In other words, X = XL - Xe or 

Fig. 20.)...-,4n a series L-C circuit, 

when XL >Xo the circuit is inductive 

in nature. 

Fig. 2(B) . -In a series L-C circuit, 

when XL <XC the circuit is capacitive 

in nature. 

X, - XL depending on which, XL or 

X0, is the larger. In the event the 

two are equal, XL = Xe, the total 

reactance of the circuit is zero, 

this condition being called series 

resonance. 

The above condition exists 

regardless of the resistance of the 

circuit. However, the resistance 

CIRCUIT 

cannot be neglected, particularly in 

radio -frequency calculations where 

the circuit is almost always opera- 

ted at or near a condition of reson- 

ance. 

Assume that in the circuit con- 

sidered in Fig. 1 the resistance is 

equal to 40 ohms. The effect of the 

resistance is to bring the current 

into phase with the voltage. It is 

therefore plotted on the horizontal 

axis 90° from both XL and X0. 
Fig. 3 shows the condition of the 

circuit with XL = 40 ohms, X0 = 15 

ohms, and R = 40 ohms. 
The impedance of any series 

circuit is equal to 412 + X2. The 

Fig. 3.--- Vector diagrams for a 

series circuit when X = 40D, 

X = 15a, and R= 4 

total reactance in this case is 

XL - X, and is therefore 40 - 15 or 
25 ohms of inductive reactance. The 

equation Z = 
ßC.,2 

+ X2 can then be 

enlarged and solved, 

Z = ,/ÁZ + (x - Xe) 2 = 402 + 252 
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THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 3 

= V1600.+ 625 = /2225 = 47.2 ohms 

Any series circuit can be 
solved in this manner, the only 
difference being a condition where 

Xe is larger than XL; in that case 

the equation will become 

Z = ,/R2 + (X° - XL) 2 

and the result will be a leading 
current. 

If X is larger than XL, the 

equation will be written, 

Z=R2 +(XL-X)2 

.z = R2 + (-x)2 

402 + 2 

= /1600 + 625 = 47.2 ohms 

When such a procedure is fol- 

lowed, it must be understood that 

X is to be considered as a positive 

reactance and Xc as a negative 
reactance. Thus if a negative 
reactance is obtained when solving 

for X, it is apparent that the cir- 

cuit contains a preponderance of 
capacitive reactance. The numerical 

value of impedance is not changed 

by this procedure because the square 

of a negative number is always 
positive. Thus ( -25) 2 = ( -25) 

x ( -25) = +625. 

In the problem of Fig. 3, the 

current will meet with a total 
opposition of 47.2 ohms, the com- 

ponent parts of which are XL and R. 

R tends to bring the current in 
phase, XL tends to cause a lag 
of 90 °, the result being a lag some- 

where between 0° and 90 °; and since 

R is greater than XL it will be 

nearer 0° than 90 °. The exact angle 

is determined by solving for the 

Tangent of 0. 

Tan O =X/R=25/40= .625 

Inspection of a table of trigo- 

nometric functions shows that a 

tangent of .625 represents an angle 

of 32 °. In this circuit at the fre- 

quency specified, the current will 

lag 32° behind the voltage. If 

the frequency is lowered to such a 

point that the reactance is as 

shown in Fig. 2(b) and the resist- 

ance remains at 40 ohms, the total 

impedance will still be 47.2 ohms 

but angle 0 of 32° will be an angle 

of LEAD. This is shown in Fig. 4. 

In this problem the resistance 

Fig. 4.--- Vector diagram for a ser- 

ies circuit when XL = 25Di, X° = 400, 

and R = 400. 

was found to be large compared to 

the reactance. In most radio -fre- 
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4 THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 

quency circuits, except at a con- 

dition of resonance where XL = Xe, 

the resistance is small compared to 

the values of reactance encountered. 

For example, assure a circuit having 

a capacity of 400 W1F, an inductance 

of 100 µH, and resistance of 5 ohms 

distributed throughout the circuit. 

(See Fig. 5.) This circuit is to be 

connected across a voltage source of 

700 kc /s, (in this case the incoming 

signal from a distant transmitter); 

L 

C 

L=100µN 
C = 400 µµF 
R=5s2 
F OF INCOMING 
S 1 GNFiL = 700 KC/S 
Z AT THIS F = 129.09 2 

Fig. 5. ---- Typical series circuit 

wherein R is small compared to XL 
and X,. 

to find the impedance at that fre- 

quency. (See Fig. 1 for the equiva- 

lent simple electrical circuit). It 

is necessary to first calculate 

X and X at this frequency, and 

then combine X with R to find Z. 

R = 5 ohms 

XL = 27FL 

27 = 6.28 

F - 700 Ice = 700,000 

= 7 x 105 cycles 

L = 100 µH = 10-4 H. 

XL = 6.28 X 7 X 105 X 10-4 

= 6.28 x 7 X 101 = 439.6 ohms 

X, = 1/277FC 

27 = 6.28 

F = 7 X 105 cycles 

C = 400 µGsF = 4 X 10-1°F 

1 
X - 

° 6.28x 7> 4 10-5 

107 
- 568.6 ohms 

17584 

R = 5 ohms 

X = 439 .,6 ohms 
L 

X = 568.6 ohms 

Z 1412 + (Xe z 

= 52 + (568.6 - 439.6)2 

Z = V52 + 1292 

= V16666 = 129.09 ohms 

Tan O = X/R = 129/5 = 25.8 
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THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 5 

6 = 88° Lead 

Since X. is greater than XL, 
the current LEADS the voltage, and 

since X is very large compared to R 
the angle is large, almost 88 °. 

This is shown in Fig. 6. (In the 

vector the actual length of R is 

X =439.6SZ 
L 

= 5 S2 

0 = 88° LEAD 

Z = 1.29.092 X = 129 Q 

X 
C 
= 568.6 Q 

Fig. 6.-- Vector Diagram for Fig. 5. 

exaggerated to make it visible along 

the horizontal axis). Under this 

condition where R is very small as 

compared to X, the resistance may 
be neglected when computing Z. 

This will be the condition exist- 

ing in a series radio -frequency 
circuit tuned to a frequency con- 

siderably higher than the frequency 

of the impressed voltage; in a 

receiver circuit this impressed 
voltage is due to the incoming 
signal. A total opposition of 
129.09 ohms will be offered to 

the signal voltage of 700 kc /s by 

this circuit and very little cur- 

rent will flow in the circuit. 
I = E/Z = (E/129.09) amperes. 

If, however, the frequency of 

the transmitter is increased so that 

the frequency of the incoming signal 

is such as to cause XL to equal XC, 

then the two reactances will cancel 

and the total opposition to current 

flow will be the 5 ohms resistance. 

With this condition a comparatively 

large current can flow in the cir- 

cuit. As in the preceding paragraph, 

I = E /Z. Z, however, is now equal 

to R, so I = E/5 amperes. The cur- 

rent will be approximately 26 times 

greater than before and will be in 

phase with the voltage. This is 

shown in Fig. 7 where XL = Xe and 

Z = R. (R is again exaggerated on 

XL 

XL = Xc 

X = 0 
> 1 

R = Z 

Xc 

Fig. 7. Vector diagram for Fig. 5, 

when resonant. 

the vector). 

If the frequency is increased 
beyond this point, XL will be fur- 
ther increased and Xe further de- 
creased, and X will then be equal 

to XL - Xe and no longer equal to 
zero. Z will again become greater 
than R. 
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6 THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 

It may be stated: IN A SERIES 

CIRCUIT AT RESONANCE THE IMPEDANCE 
IS EQUAL TO THE RESISTANCE AND IS AT 

ITS 10E1.57 VAIUE, THE CURRENT THERE- 

FORE BEING AT MAXIMUM AND IN PHASE 

WITH THE VOLTAGE. 

A series circuit, at a fre- 

quency HIGHER than its resonant fre- 

quency acts as an INDUCTANCE, and at 

a frequency LOWER than its resonant 

frequency acts as a capacitor. This 

is due to the fact that XL increases 

with an increase of frequency while 

Xe decreases as the frequency is in- 

creased, and vice versa. This is 

illustrated in Fig. 8, where the 

current is shown at maximum and the 

equation to the circuit as shown in 

Figs. 1 and 5, where L= 100 µH and 
C = 400 µµF: converting L to henries 

and C to farads: 

L= 100 11H = 10-4H 

C= 400 µµF = 4 x 10"iO F 

2u= 6.28 

The equation for the resonant 

frequency becomes 

F = 
1 

6.28 ,/ 4 10 -io 10 -4 

INCREASING 

Fig. 8.-- Resonance curves for a series circuit. 

impedance at minimum for the con- 

dition of resonance. The derivation 

of the equation for the resonant 
frequency of a circuit was well 

covered in Assignment 3. The equa- 

tion itself is 

F = 1 

2nvEU 

L in Henries 
C in Farads 

F in Cycles 

Applying the resonant frequency 

1 

6.28 1/4 1014 

1 

6.28 2 10 -7 

1 107 

12.5 6 10-7 12.56 
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THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 7 

= 796,178 c/s or 796.178 kc/s 

At this frequency XL equals X0 

and the total opposition Z is equal 

to R or 5 ohms. 
Another method of showing the 

characteristics of a series induct - 

ance-capacity circuit is illustrated 

in Fig. 9. At zero frequency, that 

is, direct current, XL will be zero 

and X will be infinite, therefore 

XL 

The third curve shown in Fig. 9 

is the Reactance curve X. This 

curve at any point is equal to 

X - X or Xe - X and very clearly 

demonstrates the actual operating 

characteristics of the circuit at 

any frequency. At the resonant 

frequency where XL = X, the react- 

ance curve X-passes through zero and 

at that point Z = R. It must be 

clearly understood that the react- 

RESONANT XL = Xc 

FREQUENCY 

F 
INCREAS 

Fig. 9.--- Reactance curves for a series circuit. 

no current will flow. As the fre- 

quency is gradually increased, XL 

increases in a straight line in 

direct proportion to the increase in 

F. At the same time X, is decreasing 

in the form of a curve. At the fre- 

quency at which XL = X0 the condi- 

tion of resonance exists. Beyond 

that point XL predominates, and the 

circuit changes from a capacitive 

circuit, (as below the resonant fre- 

quency), to an inductive circuit. 

ance curves as plotted on Fig. 9 do 

not take into consideration the re- 

s istance of the circuit which may be 

high or low. 

In a series circuit the current 

is the same in all parts of the 

circuit and the total voltage across 

a series circuit is equal to the 

current times the total opposition 

Z. In other words, E = IZ. 

In a circuit composed entirely 

of resistance the total R is equal 
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8 THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 

to the algebraic sum of the individ- 

ual resistances, and Z is equal to 

R. The total voltage will then 

equal the algebraic sum of the volt- 

age drops across the individual 

resistances. 

However, in a series circuit 

composed of L and C as well as R, 

that is NOT true. In that case the 

total impedance Z is the VECTOR SUM 

of the individual resistances and 

reactances and may be LESS THAN 

EITHER OF THE INDIVIDUAL REACTANCES. 

In fact, as demonstrated in the 

problem corresponding to Fig. 7, 

both XL and X, may be equal to 

several hundred ohms, and the 

total impedance of the circuit 

at resonance be only 5 ohms, or 

equal to R. This means that if 

that particular circuit is con- 

nected across a source of power 

of 50 volts at the frequency to 

which the circuit is resonant, 
the current will be equal to E/Z 

50/5 = 10 amperes, even though 

both of the individual react- 
ances are large. 

Consider an example were 
XL = 200 ohms, X = 200 ohms, and 

R = 10 ohms. An alternator is 

delivering 100 volts r.m.s. at 
frequency F, the resonant frequency 
of the circuit. The circuit is 

shown in Fig. 10(a). The impedance 

vector will be as in Fig. 7 where 

Xe cancels XL, making X equal to 

zero and Z equal to R or 10 ohms. 

I = E/Z = 100 /10 = 10 amperes 
r.m.s., as will be indicated by the 

ammeter in the circuit. 

The voltage drop across any 

piece of apparatus is equal to the 

impedance of that piece of appara- 

tus times the current through it. 

In the inductance only, Z = XL. 
XL = 200 ohms, and the ammeter in- 

dicates a current of 10 amperes 
which must flow through all parts 

of the circuit. A voltage IXL = 

10 x 200 = 2000 volts is therefore 

built up across the inductance 
alone. 

Since the impedance of the 

capacitor is equal to X, or 200 
ohms, a voltage IX = 10 x 200 = 

built volts is also uilt up across 

the capacitor. 

The voltage across the resist- 

ance is equal to IR = 10 x 10 = 

100 volts. Thus a condition exists 

in the circuit such that there are 

three voltage drops, 2000 volts, 

2000 volts, and 100 volts, with a 

supply voltage of ONLY 100 VOLTS. 
At first thought this may seem im- 

possible. However, the relation 

between the current and voltage in 

the different parts of the circuit 

must be considered. Through the 

purely inductive portion of the 
circuit the current must lag the 

voltage by 90 °. But since this is a 

series circuit the current must be 

the same at any instant in all parts 

of the circuit. The voltage built 

up across the inductance mast there- 

fore be such that it leads the cur- 

rent by 90 °, and across the capacity 

a voltage must exist that is 90° 

behind this same current. See 

Fig. 10(b). This will place the 

two voltages 180° out of phase or in 

exact opposition at every instant. 

The two voltages, therefore, being 

equal and opposite, cancel and have 

no effect on the circuit as a whole. 

The total applied voltage of the 
alternator is expended in forcing 

the current through the resistance, 

and this current and the applied 
voltage will be in phase. The total 

voltage across the circuit will 
equal the vector sum of the individ- 

ual voltages, i.e., 

E=ÉA2 + (EL -E.)2 
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E. 
It is evident 

resonance very high 

THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 9 

will be, E = 

that at series 

voltages may be 

will prevent low -frequency attenua- 

tion that might otherwise take 

place. 
Another interesting example, 

Ec = 2000 voLts 

ER = 100 VOLTS EL = 2000 VOLTS 

1 

X = 200 S Z X,= 200 SZ R= 10 S2 

_L=144=lO AMPS 
Z 10 

F = FR 
E = 100 VOLTS 

Fig. 10(A). --Typical series circuit. 

built up across the various com- 

ponents in a radio -frequency circuit 

while the applied voltage is com- 

paratively low. A good example of 

this is a circuit sometimes used to 

improve the low- frequency response 

of an audio -frequency transformer 

over a limited range. A capacitor 

of the proper value is inserted in 

series with the primary of the 
transformer (interstage) and the 

plate voltage is fed through a re- 

sistor on the plate side of the 

series capacitor. Then, the tube 

may be considered as a voltage 
source feeding a series circuit 
composed of the capacitor and the 

transformer primary; this series 

circuit will be made to resonate 

at some low frequency, say 40 c /s, 

and the resulting "resonant rise" 

of voltage across the primary 

E = 2000 votis 

r 
ER = 1C0 VOLTS 

>I 

E = 2000 VOLTS 

Fig. 1003). - Vector diagram for Fig. 
10(A). 

although not pertaining to radio, is 

the voltage rise that occurs across 

the winding of an electric razor 

or fan when a suitable value of 

capacity is placed in series. When 

this is done, the razor or fan will 

run at a higher speed than when 

connected directly across the power 

line. 

Resistance, while it has very 

little effect when the circuit is 

being operated at some frequency 

other than its resonant frequency, 

becomes the deciding factor at 

resonance. For example, in the 

problem illustrated vectorally in 

Fig. 6, the five ohms of resistance 

may be practically neglected. The 

reactance of 129 ohms determines the 

impedance and the addition of 1 ohm, 

5 ohms, or 10 ohms, will cause only 

a very small increase in the imped- 
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10 THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 

ance and therefore very little de- 

crease in current. 

When the sane circuit is oper- 

ated at its resonant frequency, the 

resistance is the only factor of 

importance so far as the impedance 

and current are concerned. The 

reactances may be 10 ohms or 1000 

ohms; so long as both are equal 

their effect on the impedance is 

zero. If the resistance is varied 

the impedance varies directly as the 

variation of resistance, and the 

current varies inversely as the 

variation in resistance. In the 

problem corresponding to Fig. 7, 

XL = X0 and may be neglected. R is 

5'ohms and the voltage is 50 volts. 

The current is therefore 10 amperes. 

Now, if the resistance is decreased 

to 1 ohm the current will be in- 

creased to 50 amperes. If the re- 

sistance is increased tc 10 ohms the 

current will be decreased to 5 

amperes. It is apparent that in 

tuned radio -frequency circuits, 
which are nearly always operated at 

or very near resonance, the resist- 

ance of the circuit is the current 

limiting factor. If the circuit is 

in a receiver, the receiver which 

has the lowest resistance circuits, 

everything else being equal, may be 

expected to produce the greatest 

signal amplitude and the greatest 

consistent reception distance. In a 

transmitter the most efficient cir- 

cuits are those having low values 

of resistance; (with the exception 

of the antenna circuit.) 

The resistance of a tuned radio - 

frequency circuit is also a determin- 

ing factor in the selectivity of 

that circuit. Fig. 11(a) represents 

a vector for a low resistance cir- 

cuit, operated somewhat off reson- 

ance, showing the values of X, R 

and Z. In 11(b), are shown the con- 

ditions existing in a circuit of the 

same reactance characteristics 
operated the same amount off reson- 

ance, but having a larger value of 

resistance. 

At resonance, where Z = R, the 

current in the circuit represented 

by 11(a) will be large because R is 
small. When the circuit is tuned 

sufficiently off resonance to pro- 

duce the condition as represented 
in Fig. 11(a) the impedance is in- 

creased about three times, the cur- 

rent decreased to about one -third. 

Those effects are indicated in the 

receiver circuit by a very strong 
signal at resonance and the signal 

cutting out sharply when the circuit 

is detuned. 

In the condition shown in 
Fig. 11(b) , where R is about four 

times as large as in 11(a), the sig- 

nal at resonance will be weak due to 

the high circuit resistance. When 

the circuit is detuned the same 
amount as in 11(a), the condition 

as shown in 11(b) exists. The vec- 

tor addition of R and X results in 
an impedance but slightly greater 

than at resonance. The signal when 

the circuit is slightly detuned will 

be almost as strong as at exact 
resonance. Such a circuit condition 

existing in a receiver will result 

in very weak signals from distant 
stations, lack of volume on signals 

from nearby stations, and very broad 

tuning of the signals of nearby 
stations with corresponding inter- 

ference between stations. 

The two circuit conditions are 

shown in Fig. 12, (not drawn accur- 

ately to scale). I is the current 
curve for the low resistance cir- 

cuit, the vector for which is il- 

lustrated in Fig. 11(a). The cur- 

rent is high at resonance falling 

off sharply as the circuit is de- 
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THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 11 

tuned. Curve I2 represents the 

current of the higher resistance 

circuit, the vector for which is 

A XL 

XAZ 

R 

v XC 

(A) 

I 

quantity called the IC value. This 

value is the product of the induc- 

tance and the capacity of the circuit 

X 

XL 

Z 

Xc 

R 

(B) 

Fig. 11.-- Diagrams illustrating effects of R on the selectivity of a series 

circuit. 

illustrated in Fig. 11(b). The 

current at resonance reaches only a 

small fractional part of the current 

in the lower resistance circuit and 

on weak signals the reception will 

be very poor. On nearby stations 
when sufficient amplification is 

used to obtain good volume, the 

circuit will tune very broadly mak- 

ing it impossible to tune in weak 
signals at frequencies anywhere near 

that of the local station without 

interference. This will be con- 
sidered a little later in the dis- 

cussion of the Q, (cwL/R,) of series 

circuits. 

Another factor which enters 
into the determination of the selec- 

tivity of the series circuit is the 

ratio L/C. In every circuit that 

is operated at resonance, the reson- 

ant frequency is determined by a 

and must be the same in any number 

of circuits that are to be resonant 

to the same frequency. However, in 

all of these circuits operated at 

the same resonant frequency the 
values of L do not have to be the 

same; nor do the values of C have to 

be identical. The PRODUCTS of L and 

C, however, MUST BE EXACTLY THE SAME 
IN ALL OF THE CIRCUITS IF THEY ARE 

TO HAVE THE SAME RESONANT FREQUENCY. 

Thus one circuit may have a given 

amount of L and a given amount of 
C; another circuit may have one -half 

as much L and twice as much C; an- 

other circuit may have three times 

as much L and one -third as much C, 
etc. If the PRODUCTS of L and C 

are equal the resonant frequencies 

of the circuit will be identical. 

To obtain a high degree of 
selectivity the ratio of I/C should 
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12 THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 

be made as great as practical. The 

reason for this can be seen from an 

F 

circuit; except at or very near 

resonance, the impedance is almost 

INCREASING 

Fig. 12.-- Current 

inspection of Fig. 9. If L is 

larger the slope of the line repre- 

senting XL will be steeper; this 

means that a given change in fre- 

quency will cause a greater change 

in the value of XL. In a similar 
manner, if the capacity is made 

smaller the curve representing X, 

will be more abrupt, a given change 

in frequency thus making a greater 

change in Xe. These effects will 

combine to make the inclination of 

the reactance curve X steeper as it 

passes through zero at the resonant 

frequency. 

It is the percentage of change 

in the impedance of the circuit for 

a given change in frequency that 

determines the selectivity of the 

F 
R 

curves for Fig. 11. 

entirely a function of the amount 

of reactance. This of course as- 

sumes that the circuits in question 

are properly designed to have a 

reasonably small resistance, a 

necessary requirement in all ef- 

ficient radio-frequency circuits. 

How far the ratio L,'C can 

practically be increased is deter- 

mined by several factors. First, 

most of the resistance in a circuit, 

if the connections are so made that 

connection losses are negligible, is 

in the inductance of the circuit; 

thus an increase of inductance due 

to a coil of more turns will in- 

crease the circuit resistance. This 

means that L can practically only be 

increased to the point where a fur- 
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THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 13 

ther increase will bring R to such a 

value that it will counteract the 

good effects of the Increase in the 

L/C ratio. This was discussed in 

detail in an earlier assignment on 

the Q of coils. 

Second, most radio -frequency 

circuits must be capable of being 

adjusted or tuned over a consider- 

able frequency range, usually by 

varying the capacity. If the capac- 

ity used is very small, an extremely 

small variationin that capacity will 

cause too great a frequency change 

and introduce mechanical difficul- 

ties in the construction of the 
variable capacitors and their con- 

trols by which the variations in the 

frequency of the circuit are made. 

In some circuits, such as 

those used in broadcast receivers, 

too high a degree of selectivity is 

not desired due to the distortion in 

the musical programs that would re- 

sult. All of these factors must be 

taken into consideration in the 

design of the series circuit. 
The mechanical requirements 

will, as a rule, determine the 

limits at which L/C may be increased. 

If, with the circuit so designed as 

to take full advantage of the 

highest ratio of L/C permitted mech- 

anically, the resistance of the cir- 

cuit is found to nullify the effects 

of this increase in L/C, it should 

be possible in many cases to rede- 

sign the inductance in order to 

lower the effective resistance. 
This may be done by the use of a 

different type of conductor, a 

larger size of conductor, the use of 

a lower loss material for the frame- 

work on which the winding is placed, 

a better grade of insulation or less 

insulating material around the con- 

ductors themselves, or any of the 

many methods of decreasing the 

radio -frequency resistance of the 

coil which forms the inductance of 

the circuit. The development of 

specially designed iron -core coils 

for r -f and i -f circuits has been an 

important contribution in this 
direction. The iron core of course 

allows larger L with fewer turns and 

hence lower wire resistance. The 

core consists of a very low -loss 

composition made up of extremely 

small particles of iron dust, each 

particle individually insulated from 

the others. Perhaps a lower loss 

type of capacitor could also be 

selected. Any means of decreasing 

the resistance of the circuit will 

permit the use of a higher ratio of 

L/C and the combination of low R 

and high L/C will operate to in- 

crease the selectivity of the cir- 

cuit. 

In working with series cir- 

cuits, the factor Q is very con- 
venient. Q = wL/R where R is the 

total resistance of the circuit. Q 

has been used in an earlier assign- 

ment as a coil factor. However 
in many radio -frequency circuits, 

particularly in the case of re- 
ceivers, almost all of the circuit 

resistance is in the coil winding, 

in which case the coil Q practically 

becomes the circuit Q. Consider the 

case of the tuned -grid circuit of a 

receiver first r -f amplifier, this 

circuit being coupled to the anten- 

na. (See Fig. 13). Assume that the 

Q of coil L is 75 and that this also 

practically represents the Q of the 

circuit. This means that wL = 75R 

where R is the resistance of the 
series circuit LC. Since circuit 
LC is to be operated at resonance, 

1 
XL=wL=X =-= 75R 

wC 
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14 TEE SERIES WR CIRCUIT 

and the voltage developed across 

C is the voltage impressed between 

grid and filament of the first tube. 

Fig. 13.- Typical r -f amplifier cir- 

cuit. 

Assume that a voltage of 15µv 

is developed across the antenna from 

an incoming signal and that by means 

of inductive coupling 8µv is im- 

pressed across circuit LC. This is 

just as if an alternator delivering 

a voltage of 8µv were connected in 

series with LC. (See Fig. 14.) 

But as has previously been shown, 

at resonance all of voltage E will 

be consumed across the circuit 
resistance R and R will limit the 

current in the circuit. The cur- 

Fig. 14.--- Equivalent circuit of 

Fig. 13. 

rent will be the same in all parts 

of the circuit: 
So: 

But, 

So, 

And, 

ER = IR = 8µv 

EL=IXL=IwL 

Ec = IXc = 

I 

cdC 

wL = 75R = QR 

IcoL = IQR = 7 5I R 

EL=Ec=IwL=75IR 

= 75 x 8 = 600µv 

Thus although the signal voltage 

impressed across LC from the antenna 

coupling is only 8µv, the voltage 

developed at the grid of the tube is 

600µv. This is ca e. " n- 
ant rise o voltage" due to series 

resonance and is a -Wry important 

factor in receiver design. Actually 

such a high voltage rise as shown 

between the antenna and the grid of 

the first tube will hardly be real- 

ized in practice because of coupling 

losses, tube losses, etc. However 

a voltage rise of 20 or more in such 

a circuit is entirely practical. 
The importance of this factor in 

contributing to the decrease in the 

receiver noise level will be brought 

out in a later study of receiver 
design. It should be noted that the 

circuit resonant voltage rise is 

equal in magnitude to the circuit Q. 

1 
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TILE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 15 

There are several important 

cases where the coil Q is not the 

effective circuit Q. This is true 

in all coupled circuits where re- 

sistance from one circuit is re- 

flected into another. It has been 

shown that where optimum coupling is 

employed, the reflected resistance 

is equal to the circuit resistance, 

so that in such a case the effective 

Q of the circuit is decreased to 

one -half that of the Q of the cir- 

cuit when considered alone. 

Another case is that of the 

antenna circuit. In the well de- 

signed transmitting antenna circuit, 

it is desired to make the radiation 

resistance high and all non -useful 

resistances as low as possible. 

(Radiation resistance will be ex- 

plained in detail in a later as- 
signment. Briefly, it represents 

the power actually radiated from the 

antenna). Thus in such a circuit 

the coil resistance may be a frac- 

tion of an ohm and the effective 

antenna resistance a number of ohms. 

The Q of such a circuit would be 

very small compared with the coil 

Q. 

In some r -f transmitting cir- 

cuits, resistance is deliberately 

introduced in order to broaden the 

circuit tuning. Such a case is the 

tank circuit of a modulated ampli- 

fier of a broadcast transmitter where 

the frequency response is to be 

essentially flat over a considerable 

range of frequencies, say 10,000 

cycles above and below resonance. 

The resistance introduced in such a 

circuit will ordinarily be several 

times greater than that of the coil, 

so that the circuit Q will be con- 

siderably less than the coil Q. 

It is interesting to note how 

the selectivity of a circuit operated 

at resonance varies with Q. In 

order to specify the degree of cir- 

cuit selectivity, it is customary to 

calculate the frequency band in 

which the current reduces to a cer- 

tain proportion of the maximum. 

Or to express it in another manner 

the amount by which the frequency 

must be varied from resonance to 

cause the circuit current to be de- 

creased to some given percentage of 

maximum. In such a calculation the 

current is usually assumed to be 

decreased to .707 maximum which 

means that the power in the circuit 

is reduced by one -half. 

If fr is the resonant fre- 

quency of the circuit, fi is the 

lower frequency for one -half power, 

and f2 is the higher frequency for 

one -half power, R is the circuit 

resistance and L the circuit in- 

ductance, then 

(f2 - fi) = 

R * 

2nL 

Dividing both sides by fr 

But 

(f2 - fl) _ 

fr 

R R 

277-f L c L 
r r 

w L R 1 

R 
= 

Q 
and 

wL Q 

Therefore, 

(f2 - f1) 1 

fr Q 

*See appendix for derivation. 
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16 THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 

As a practical example, assume 

that a circuit operating at1200 

kc /s has a Q of 60. How far must 

the frequency be varied on each 

side of resonance in order for the 

circuit current to be reduced to 

.707 maximum? 

(f 
2 

- fl) = 
1 

f Q 
r 

f 1200 
f - f ) = r 

2 1 Q 60 
- 20 kc/s 

Since the resonance current 

curve may be assumed to be symmet- 

rical on both sides near resonance, 

the frequency must be varied 10 kc /s 

in either direction from resonance, 

that is, to 1190 or 1210 kc /s in 

order to reduce the circuit current 

to .707 maximum. 

If the circuit has essentially 

the same value of Q when tuned to 

600 kc/s, 

f 600 
(f2 fl) = - = --- = 10 kc/s 

z Q 60 

The selectivity in this case 

is twice as great as the lower fre- 

quency. This is somewhat typical 

of tuned r -f circuits employing a 

single coil and a variable capaci- 

tor. Of course in practice Q will 

not remain constant over such a wide 

range of frequencies. However with 

proper coil design the value of Q 

may not vary over such very wide 

limits for quite a frequency varia- 

tion, so that with a given coil and 

capacitor combination, the frequency 

discrimination expressed in terms of 

kilocycles may be expected to be 

sharper at the lower frequencies and 

broader at the higher frequencies. 

It should be noted at this 

point that while series resonance is 

often a desired condition, as shown 

in the examples above, there are 

circuits in which it is extremely 

undesirable and must be avoided. 

A number of such cases will be 

pointed out from time to time in 

following assignments. Fundamental- 

ly, series resonance is undesirable 

wherever a high impedance circuit is 

required, because at series reson- 

ance the circuit impedance drops 

to just that of the circuit resist- 

ance. Several typical examples of 

where resonance must be avoided: in 

the design of a low pass filter be- 

tween a rectifier and a load; if 

resonance occurs at the fundamental 

or at a strong harmonic in any fil- 

ter section, that section loses its 

filter effect for that frequency. 

In a transformer- coupled audio -fre- 

quency amplifier, the high frequency 

amplifying limit is usually set 

by the frequency at which series 
resonance occurs due to the induct- 

ance of the transformer secondary 

and the inter -winding capacity, 
this effective series circuit 
acting to short -circuit the trans- 

former windings. A little thought 

will bring out numerous cases 
in which series resonance will be 

undesirable. 
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A -1 THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 

APPENDIX 

BANDWIDTH 

The selectivity of a series 

tuned circuit is determined by the 

bandwidth obtained, when the power 

in the circuit at points fl and f2 

(See Fig. 1) is equal to one -half 

the power in the circuit at reso- 

Fig. 1, 

nance. If P represents the power 

at resonance, then Pr /2 is the power 

at points fl and f2. Under this 

condition the current at points fl 

and f2 is reduced to .707 its value 

at resonance. 

For example, let Pr = the power 
at points fl and f2, and Ir the 

current at these two points, then: 

a 

R 
= 
p' = r -12R Pr 2 2 r 

and, 

So, 

If2R = .5 Iran 

Ir = .707 Ir 

With the current at fl and f2 

reduced to .707 times its value at 

resonance, the impedance of the cir- 

cuit must have increased to 

1 

.707 
- 1.414 

times its value at resonance. Now 

if Z = R = impedance at resonance 

(purely resistive), then at fl 

(or f2) Z = 1.414 R (which will be 
capacitive at fl and inductive at 
fa; however, only the magnitude of 

the impedance is of interest here). 

So, at f1 (or f2) 

Z = 1.414 R 

= v172- H 

='217 

= R2 + R2 

But Z is also equal to 1V + X2 at 
fl (or f2) , so: 

Z = VR2 
+ R2 

1412 
+ X2 

hence the difference 0£) between the 

reactances [ (1/w1C)- (co1I4) for fl, or 

(w2L)- (1/w2C) for f2] is equal to the 
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A -2 THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 

circuit resistance (R) at resonance. 

It follows then, that: 

1- w L= X= R 
w1C t 

1 -w2 LC = co CR 

1 = 
1 
CR + w12 IC 

1 = C (coi R + w2L) 

C w12T ) 

Ina similar manner (using w2L 

we can obtain: 

C= 
(w:L - w2R) 

Hence: 

i - i 

L(w22 -w 12) 
R= 

P1 + w2) 

L (CO 2 + w1) (6)2 - 
R 

(w1 + w2) 

R = L (w2-w1) 

w1) 
L 

But w = 2nf, hence: 

(f2 - f1) = 
k 

R 

f2 - f1 = 2771, 

Let fo represent the resonant fre- 

quency of the series circuit, then: 

(w2 L -w2 R) (wi L + '1R) f2 - f1 

inverting the fractions, 

w2 L - w2 R = w 12L + w1R 

Rf 

2nf L 0 

2cvf L 
andQ - 

R° 

Rearrange and solve for L, then the bandwidth between half - 

power points is 

wá L -co 
2 L = w1R + w2R 

L(w2 - w1a) = R(c:J1 + w2) 

f 
f2-f1= 

Q 
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-9/74--33 
THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 

EXAMINATION 

1. An inductance and capacitor in series form part of a so- 

called series -peaking circuit used in one type of video 

(television) amplifier. The capacitor is the input capa- 

city of the succeeding vacuum tube, and has a value of 20 

µµf. The coil in series with it has an inductance of 19.75 

µhenries. Calculate the resonant frequency of the two in 

series. 

o 

/1": 

.,z8 
-b 

20x/0 si if.» _ x/D 

/0 9 9 = io 
.z8 39s- 6.2_8 ÿ87 

2. (A) If the coil in Problem 1 has a resistance of 20 ohms, 

what is the impedance of the circuit at 10 mc? 

(o. íZ X rû 
7 ó x 4/.7J /0 X ,22i/ F,C 

C 67 B X /1'7 X 20g/041- 

X 

/ 2¢D 
J /_ 

9-6. z -- 
/.Z -s". 6 
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T - THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 

EXAMINATION, Page 6. 

7. (Continued) 

8. 

/ D ,c) P' ;4`P Q K 

ye so rc a H e 

/ /GU /O,G p.tK C e 4. 

7-X -; 
ve,/f e 10 Qy ua /S /-X /'` .s 4, 

T r fr" e x7 da / e/ 
G/uYe K / / 

w ,7/ //- C' ! r c t / 

(A) What effect has resistance on the tuning character- 

istics of a series circuit at resonance? Er lain in detail. 

/ /e yc s /s7c ce. 
a 7447.4 eei 

/ r e / T 

çKe e-/s 7 r e SC'! 
/ reu; . //e 

///pecdcw (/: tv / !/l 

/ 

e N.- c e 

//ere .6 

145 

/ y K 4 / 

/e/ rçe. 

Lt./ i /// /u e e « S 

d e /4-e !1 e q c° /..e 7. d c.° 
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v_ y,7¢- 33 

T - THE SERIES LCR CIRCUIT 

EXAMINATION, Page 7. 

8. (A) (Continued) 

C /ed J P O c K7/ 76 7 e--/4 a PD YaIi 
/irr/eGSe / /t /a K e e fws . vi k ç/ 
,( e o a 7141 if i 

(B) What is its effect on the signal output of a receiver? 

Ex/Plain. / Qt resox..a.° 

/ D () Y e S/SJ`s k ° "P .7//c' s a s 7'r G s fx 4 , 7141- 

Y Cu o s/y,l S e/L!H /H N/J" P/ y / 
K /-S/SX t / 

yesd 

e »E 

rta- C 
cQUses 

fG 

a cwco 

4 e s s V ecyese__ 

9. (A) What is meant by the L/C ratio of a series circuit and 

how does it affect the selectivity of the circuit? Explain 

in detail. 
/ / 

Y/Cl.ò / 7-r e Y4D4 o o / 6/u e 71 u c 

fo e a a- / I 7/e / u ! T/ 
4 4.< 7.- / .P e y a. 71 o 7'1 

?tir Aye- 6 e /e cl 4, e 71,P Oft eu. 7` 
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1. 

(a) 

(b) 

PROBLEM SOLUTIONS 

SERIES CIRCUITS 

F = 
1 1 

_ 

277. VTZ 6. 28 X20 x 10" 12 X 19.75 X 1V0 

1 1X 108 

6.28 X VI95 X 10-iß 6.28 x V3. 95 

Log 3.95 = .59660 
Log 3 95 = .29830 

Log 6.28 = .79796 
Log 95 = .2983Q 

1. 09626 

Log 108 = 8. 
j. Q9626 
6. 90374 

AnLog 6.90374 = 8,012,000 cps = 

8.012 Megacycles 

XL = cvL = 6. 28 x 107 x 19.75 x 10"6 r 1240. 3 .0 

X = 1/cvc = 1/6.28 X 107 x 2 x 10-11 = 103/1.256 = 796.20 
X = - = 1240. 3 - 796. 2 = 444. 1 S-1 XL Xe 

Z = R2 + (XL - Xe)2 = 202 + 444. 12 = 

= V197, 600 = 444. 5 

e = tan -1 X/R = tan "1 444. 1/20 = tan-1 

4/0-t drawn 
to soak 

V400 + 197, 200 

1`) 

22. 2 = 87. 4° Lag 
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EXAMINATION SOLUTION PROBLEM 6 

SERIES LCR CIRCUITS 

A generator of the proper frequency is connected across the 
circuit of problem 5. The peak voltage of the generator is 1500 

volts. 
(A) What would be the ammeter reading at resonance? 

Er = . 707 Em = .707 X 1500 = 1061 volts 

Irm Erme /Z = 1061/10 = 106 amps. 

(Since R.F. ammeters are of the thermocouple type, depend- 
ing upon the average heat caused by the passage of the R.F. cur- 
rent through the resistance of the heater to generate a d. c. volt- 
age in the couple to operate the meter, R.F. ammeters show the RMS 

value of R. F. current. ) 

(B) What would a voltmeter connected across the capacitor 
read? 
X = 

1 

6.28 X 1.125 X 106 X .0004 X 10-8 

E = IX = 106 X 354 = 37500 volts, RMS 
C C 

- 354 ohms 

or Ec peak = 1.41 X 37500 = 53000 volts, peak 

1 
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